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Background
Stuart Raymond Dyson was a young, fit and healthy man when he joined the army in
1985. According to his wife, Elaine he was interested in sports and kept fit in the gym
and by boxing. In 1991 he was a member of the Royal Army Pioneer Corps and in
May 1991 was sent to Iraq where he served for four months. Photographs of him in
the desert show a slim, healthy young man in uniform, smiling at the camera. His
duties included general work in the areas of the battlefield and involved cleaning
vehicles in areas where Depleted Uranium weapons had been used. Within three years
of returning to the UK he was a wreck, suffering a whole range of peculiar symptoms,
those which have been described as Gulf War syndrome. He was awarded a pension
by the MoD on the basis of the “ill defined symptoms and conditions ” formula
applied to Gulf War illnesses.
In 2007, at the age of 38, he was diagnosed with colon cancer and despite an
operation to remove the tumour and chemotherapy, died at the age of 39 in 2008 of
multi-system organ failure resulting from carcinomatosis. Dyson had tried to get his
urine tested for uranium, but apparently there were always problems. He was
convinced that his ill health and finally his cancer was caused by exposure to DU.
The Smethwick coroner, Mr Robin Balmain, agreed to carry out an inquest on
Dyson’s death. He wrote to me in early 2009 asking me to look at all the medical
reports, Elaine Dyson’s statement, his medical records and other papers and to
provide an expert opinion. I supplied a report in March 2009. I concluded that on the
evidence the cancer was more likely than not caused by the DU exposure. Balmain
sent this to the Ministry of Defence in May in order to obtain the opposite view: an
expert testimony addressing what I had said. He heard nothing until about 2 weeks
before Sept 10th when the inquest was due to be carried out. He then received a 17
page report from the MoD written by Ron Brown. He sent this to me for comment and
I responded quickly, as there was not much time.
At this time I was also working on another similar case, a Pensions Appeal
Tribunal case for Dawn Pritchard, whose husband Gwylim, an A-Bomb Test veteran
had been stationed with the RAF at Christmas Island. My position on the A-Bomb test
veterans has been that their main exposures, invisible to the film badges they may
have worn, was to uranium. Whilst working as an expert for Rosenblatt on the big
class action in the Royal Courts of Justice I had analysed a report by AE Oldbury
which measured radiation at Christmas Island as part of a clean up in 1963, five years
after the last bomb. The beta gamma ratios were anomalous for fission fallout and
pointed unequivocally to massive contamination by uranium, mainly U-238, the main
component of the bombs by weight. I have now won several pensions tribunals for
various A-Bomb veterans on the basis of this Oldbury study which I have published
elsewhere (Busby 2008). Whilst preparing papers for Dawn Pritchard I stumbled upon
an interesting report in the Lancet, November 2008 (Ballardie et al 2008). This report
is vitally important for the Gulf War cases and also for the A-Bomb veteran cases. It
describes the illness of a British soldier who returned from Bosnia with all the usual
Gulf syndrome symptoms. He was quite ill. The doctors at the Manchester Royal
Infirmary carried out a whole battery of tests. The most important result, one which is
critical to these issues, was that the chromosomes in his kidney were opaque to
electrons in the electron microscope, which is a quality of heavy metal poisoning.
Further work revealed that the heavy metal was uranium. The uranium was enriched.

This result provides the missing link: uranium is tied to Gulf War syndrome.
In passing, it also raised questions about the weapons used in Bosnia, where there
have been sharp increases in cancer and where the Italian veterans study has shown
increases in cancer. I found enriched uranium in an air filter from the Lebanon in
2007 and more recently from Gaza. You will see from the papers in this collection
that I have shown elsewhere that uranium has the peculiar property of acting as an
antenna for background radiation and focusing it into the DNA. This is called
photoelectron amplification.
The inquest on Stuart Dyson took a whole day. It is very unusual (less than
2%) for a coroner to have a jury, but in this case, because the hearing was so
important, Mr Balmain organised that it should be a jury inquest. Evidence was given
by the pathologist, by Mrs Elaine Dyson and by Prof Busby. The Ministry of Defence
did not send an expert and did not attend. The jury retired but returned after an hour to
ask some questions of Prof Busby and Mrs Dyson. At 4pm they returned and gave
their written verdict:
Stuart Raymond Dyson had died of multi-system organ failure resulting from cancer
of the colon. The colon cancer was caused by or contributed to by his exposure to
Depleted Uranium in the 1991 Gulf War.
The verdict was unanimous. Each member of the jury signed to say that was their
opinion. Following this, the Coroner invoked section 42 of the Coroner’s Act which
deals with deaths which might involve situations which could lead to others dying of
the same cause: under these circumstances the coroner has to formally inform the
Home Secretary. The section was aimed at ensuring that there was early reporting of
unusual deaths from plague, smallpox, other serious diseases.
This is a landmark case, a British jury has found that depleted uranium causes
cancer. And so I have collected together the evidence here so that individuals can
consider the arguments and counter arguments.

Chris Busby
Sept 11th 20089
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Causality and the death of Mr Stuart Raymond Dyson
1. I have been asked by HM Coroner to examine documents relating to the illness
and the death from carcinomatosis of Stuart Raymond Dyson who died in 2008 aged 39.
Dyson’s death was a final outcome of a cancer of the colon diagnosed in 2007 when he
was 38. I have carefully examined the documents which include medical records,
Pensions Application papers, a statement from his wife Elaine Dyson and a report by Prof
Malcolm Hooper. The question I will address is the probability that Mr Dyson’s cancer
was a late consequence of exposure to Depleted Uranium when, as a young man in 1991,
he was stationed in the Persian Gulf. There, among other duties he apparently cleaned
tanks and other army equipment contaminated with Depleted Uranium (DU) dust.
The health effects of DU have been and remain the subject of significant scientific
controversy. Government and Military continue to assert that the exposures suffered in
the various theatres where the material was employed were negligible and had no
subsequent health effects. In this they are supported by a number of so-called
independent organisations, e.g. The Royal Society, the National Radiological Protection
Board and the World Health Organisation. However all these groups base their desktop
predictions of the health effects of DU upon a single risk model, that of the International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) an organisation that has been criticised
for being close to the nuclear industry and funded directly and indirectly by governments
of nuclear nations. This ICRP risk model has been increasingly questioned by a number
of organisations in the last ten years particularly in its seeming inability to predict or
explain a wide range of health effects reported following exposures to internal, that is,
ingested and inhaled, radioactive material (ECRR2003, CERRIE 2004, IRSN 2005).
These include:
•
•
•
•

The health effects of the Chernobyl accident
The many reports of child leukaemia and female breast and other cancer excess
near nuclear sites
Cancer excess including childhood cancer on the Irish Sea coast contaminated by
Sellafield
Health effects in those exposed to DU; Gulf War Syndrome

This area of radiation risk from internal exposures is one of major and polarised scientific
controversy. However, more and more evidence is appearing in the peer-review literature
and the grey literature also, both from epidemiology and from laboratory experiments or
theoretical work, that there are many serious shortcomings with the current risk model
that of the ICRP.
2. I have studied the health effects of radiation for almost 20 years.
My affiliations and expertise are outlined in the CV which I attach. I am Visiting
Professor at the University of Ulster in the Faculty of Life and Health Sciences and also
Guest Researcher at the German Federal Agricultural Laboratories (Julius Kuehn
Institute) in Braunschweig. I have been a member of two government committees on

radiation and health, The Committee Examining Radiation Risk from Internal Emitters,
CERRIE (www.cerrie.org) and the MoD Depleted Uranium Oversight Board DUOB
(www.duob.org). In the area of radiation risk I have conducted epidemiological studies,
theoretical cell biology studies and laboratory experiments. I have surveyed radioactively
contaminated sites in the field. I have visited Iraq and also Kosovo and measured
Uranium in both those theatres of war. As a result of my researches I have concluded that
the current radiation risk model is in error for internal exposures, that is radioactivity that
is inhaled or ingested and chronically irradiates tissue from within. This is particularly the
case of Uranium, for reasons which I will elaborate below. My research on Uranium and
health was the top news story in New Scientist for 6th September 2008 and I wrote a
major article for the United Nations Disarmament Forum on the issue of Uranium
Weapons in early 2009. I have acted as expert witness on the health effects of radiation
exposure in many courts in the UK and the USA. I am currently an expert witness and
advisor in the current Royal Courts of Justice case where the A-Bomb Test veterans are
suing the government. I am the Scientific Secretary of the European Committee on
Radiation Risk ECRR and senior author of the ECRR2003 Report which presented an
alternative risk model to that of the ICRP (ECRR2003). I have written two books on the
health effects of internal radioactive contamination, the more recent one also dealing with
the causes of cancer and the responses of the authorities to evidence presented at the
science policy interface (Busby 1995, 2006), a subject I have experience with as former
leader of the Science Policy Interface group of the EU Policy Information Network for
Child Health and Environment PINCHE.
3. This was not just a person who, like many, developed colon cancer and died.
Mr Dyson’s cancer was very rare in someone his age and so we should be able to
find a biologically plausible cause.
Cancer is a common disease. About 1 in 3 or 4 will die from cancer and this rate is
increasing due to the increasing genetic effects of environmental pollution, including
radioactivity (Busby 2006). However, it is principally a disease of old age resulting from
the lifetime accumulation of genetic lesions on the DNA. In this respect, it is entirely
congruent with the processes that underlie aging itself. The question of the origin of
cancer is a reasonable one since all effects have a cause and cancer is now universally
conceded to be more than 90% environmental in origin (Cairns 1978, Doll and Peto 1981,
Busby 2006). The genetic component of some cancers (e.g. Breast) is conceded. Twins
studies show up to 15% heritable components for the most genetically linked cancers; but
this is not the case for colon cancer which is clearly almost entirely environmental in
origin. Its background rate in different countries of the world is linearly dependent on
meat intake, the argument being that the longer stasis period of meat in the bowel results
in greater genetic damage to the colonic epithelia from the breakdown products of the
meat proteins; others argue that meat contains higher concentrations of mutagenic toxins
including radioactive fission products and uranium.
Cancer is a genetic disease expressed at the cellular level and is the consequence
of a number of acquired specific genetic mutations in the DNA of the cell (or perhaps
group of cells) where the cancer process begins. Colon cancer is a result of such a
process. On the basis of theoretical analysis of the incidence rate with age it is believed
that five or six fixed genetic mutations are necessary to induce colon cancer. Fig 1 is

reproduced from Cairns 1978 and shows the exponential nature of the incidence rate with
age: the slope of the log graph enables conclusions to be drawn about the number of cell
mutations involved.
Mr Dyson died from colon cancer diagnosed in 2007 at age 38 and he died at age
39. The overall death rates from colon cancer shown in Fig 1 are for the USA in 1968.
More recent figures from England and Wales (ONS 1997) give the death rate from colon
cancer in the age group 35-39 at 6 per million per year. The reduction from the USA
1968 figure is due to advances in diagnosis and treatment. This is an extremely low rate
and so the first conclusion we can draw in Mr Dyson’s case is that his death from cancer
was very rare indeed. There is no report of colon cancer in Mr Dyson’s parents. It follows
that we are looking for an aggressive carcinogenic or mutagenic substance to which Mr
Dyson’s colon must have been exposed at some period, maybe 10-20 years before the
cancer was clinically evident. Was there such an exposure? Can we examine his history
and find any plausible evidence of such an exposure?
Fig 1 Death rates from cancer of the colon in relation to age in the USA in 1968. Note the
clear linearity of the log log graph on the right. Note also the extremely low rate (9 per
million persons per year) for someone of age 39, the age of death of Mr Dyson. (Cairns
1978)

4. The health effects of Uranium weapons
This is a question which has been the subject of more than one hundred reports, books
and articles. However, I am interested here in the illness and death from colon cancer of
Mr Dyson and will try to focus on that without too much digression. I will attach an
article I recently was commissioned to write for the United Nations Disarmament Forum

which lays out my position on the issue and the science supporting it. I have studied the
health effects of uranium weapons since 1996 and was one of the first to point out that
the health effects seen after Gulf War I in the Iraqi populations and also in the veterans
was likely to be due to Uranium exposure. Since then I have addressed many bodies
concerned with the question, including the Royal Society, the US Congress, the European
Parliament, the Swedish Parliament and, of course the MoD, whose DUOB I was a
member of. I was also one author of the final report of the DUOB which can be found on
the website www.duob.org.
Uranium is an element which occurs naturally on earth and is widespread. So, of
course, is Arsenic; and so the naturalness of Uranium should not let us imagine that it is
somehow safe. It is not. Uranium is radioactive, and is peculiar in that it decays with the
emission of alpha particles which are short range, weakly penetrating and highly ionizing
(therefore dangerous) radiations. These alpha radiations would not penetrate skin but if
the uranium atoms are internal, inside tissue, the alpha particle radiations cause high
levels of damage along their short tracks, which involve about four cells. In addition
Uranium has two other singular properties. The first is that it has the highest atomic
number if any natural element, Z=92. This makes it have a very high stopping power for
gamma rays compared with normal living tissue. (Lead, which is used for this purpose by
radiographers has Z = 82). Second, it binds very strongly to DNA. These two properties
make uranium in the body bind to DNA and focus background gamma radiation into the
nuclear DNA of cell where it will have the greatest genetic harm (Busby 2003,Busby
2005, Busby and Schnug 2008).
There are three natural isotopes U-238, U-235 and U-234. The main isotope, U238 comprises 99.3% of natural uranium as refined from ore; the fissile isotope U-235,
used for nuclear power and atomic bombs represents 0.3% by weight. The U-234 is a
decay product of the U-238: there are also two other decay products, the beta emitters
Protoactinium and Thorium-234 but these latter here need not concern us here although
they do add to the radioactivity. DU is uranium that has had much of the U-235 removed;
it is a waste product of the nuclear fuel cycle. DU is a very dense (density = 20) metal
which is also pyrophoric, that is, it burns in air on impact with a target. The combination
of properties has made DU shells (penetrators) capable of transforming armoured
warfare. It was the employment of DU weapons that was probably the cause of the US
and UK success against Saddam Hussein’s tanks in the Gulf War.
On impact, the DU burns to a fine aerosol of ceramic uranium oxide particles of
mean diameter from about 1000nm (1μ) down to below 100nm. These particles are long
lived in the environment (and in tissue), and can travel significant distances from the
point of impact up to thousands of miles (Busby and Morgan 2005). They become
resuspended in air, are found in air filters in cars at some distance from the attacks, and of
course are respirable. Because their diameters are so small, below 1000nm, they are able
to pass through the lung into the lymphatic system and in principle can lodge anywhere in
the body. Here they may remain for several years in the same place. The half life of such
particulate uranium is unknown but is very long. According to research with animals it
can be greater than 13 years (Royal Society 2001). Although uranium itself is weakly
radioactive (owing to its long half life or 4.5 million years) because the DU particles are
made of solid uranium oxide, they are significantly radioactive and can deliver several
high dose alpha tracks to the same local tissue. This is an important point as it goes to the

core of the argument about the ICRP risk model, the one that has been employed to argue
that DU is not a significant hazard. The ICRP models cancer on a quantity termed
‘absorbed dose’ which is defined as energy per unit mass. This is an average of the
ionisation over large amounts of tissue, kilograms, and is a reasonable unit for
quantifying the effects of external radiation e.g. from an atom bomb’s gamma rays but is
not scientifically justified for internal anisotropic radiations where there are large doses in
one place and no dose everywhere else. An analogy would be to compare the same
acquired by warming oneself in front of a fire with eating a red hot coal. This ‘hot
particle effect’ has been the basis for most of the arguments about cancer and DU (and
indeed also plutonium and fuel particles after Chernobyl and the Atomic tests and near
nuclear power stations). A photograph (radiograph) of the alpha tracks (called an ‘alpha
star’) from such a particle in rat lung is shown in Fig 2.
Fig 2 Radiograph of alpha track stars from sub micron diameter radioactive ‘hot
particles’ in rat lung (IRSN France).

But there is another far serious error in the ICRP model for DU. DU oxide
particles are made largely of uranium, atomic number Z=92. The absorption of gamma
radiation is proportional to the 5th power of the atomic number. This means that if we
compare the absorption of natural background gamma rays by a DU particle with the
absorption of an equivalent tissue mass (whose highest atomic number element is oxygen
in the water Z = 8) we see that the uranium particle absorbs more than 201,000 times the
background radiation. For particles smaller than 1000nm diameter we have shown
(Busby et al 2005, 2008) that all the energy is transferred to the local tissue as
photoelectrons of various ranges. Thus the tissue that contains such a particle receives a
continuously high level of radiation damage, as if from a microscopic embedded
radioactive speck. This effect is in addition to any alpha emissions from the uranium and
is purely a consequence of the atomic number of the element. It is ‘phantom radiation’.

5. Mr Dyson’s colon cancer and DU particles
In an environment where Mr Dyson was cleaning vehicles and equipment which had
been contaminated with DU dust it is inevitable that he will have been contaminated
internally both through inhalation and inadvertent ingestion. Simon (1995) reviewed the
evidence for inadvertent ingestion and referring to measurements made on weapons
fallout in Australia and the radiological analysis of the faeces of Aboriginals concluded
that in dusty conditions as much a 1 gram of material could be ingested in a day. The
material is transferred from the hands to the mouth in a number of obvious ways. We do
not need so much to account for Mr Dysons colon exposure. I will assume that there was
such an inadvertent ingestion and that a quantity of DU particles were ingested. It only
requires that some of these were trapped or absorbed by the intestinal epithelium (which
is highly convoluted and ideal as a trap for a substance which would quickly destroy local
tissue yet remain in situ for a long time causing continuous irradiation of that tissue and
other local tissue though the mechanisms I have already outlined. Thus the colon tissue
would receive a much greater dose of radiation than it would have received from natural
background and accordingly the mutation rate in the cells of that tissue would have been
proportionately higher. How much higher?
If the photoelectron effect actually increases the dose to local tissue in proportion
to the 5th power of the atomic number, the normal UK natural background annual gamma
radiation dose to the colon of about 1mSv can be multiplied by 201,000 for the tissue
near the DU particle. It is possible to make a simple approximation based on a 1μ
Uranium Oxide particle. The results show that in one year this 1mSv results in an
enhanced photoelectron dose to a 120μ diameter sphere around this trapped particle of
greater than 1Sv. There are about 5000 cells in such a sphere and each will get a mean
dose equivalent to 5.7 lifetimes (70 years) of natural background radiation. This is in
excess of the alpha dose, which in a particle of this size is a further 0.3Sv (CERRIE
2004). In addition to these mechanical doses from the particle, uranium dissolving from
the particle becomes bound to the DNA of the intestinal epithelium and causes direct
emission of local photoelectrons into the DNA. The particle embedded in the colon
epithelium can be seen as being very like the one in Fig 2 in terms of its effect. Therefore
this colon tissue, local to the embedded DU particle will have aged much faster than
normal colon tissue. If the particle stays in the same place for one year, several lifetimes
of radiation dose will have been compressed into a short time. Accordingly, for Mr
Dyson’s colon, its age will be much greater than his chronological age and the probability
of developing cancer will be greater as the acquisition of necessary lesions I referred to is
now more probable. Dyson is pushed to the right on the cancer age graph of Fig 1. This
is why he developed this cancer at such an unusually young age.
I began from the diagnosis and worked back to a necessary cause. I have now
shown that DU particles are a sufficient necessary cause
Therefore, I conclude, that Mr Dysons colon cancer was most probably caused by
his exposure to DU. What other evidence is there that the DU had an effect on his health?
After all, a material that is as genotoxic as I have suggested, would be expected to have
earlier effects. This brings me to a brief discussion of Gulf War Syndrome and Mr
Dyson’s other conditions.

6. Gulf War Syndrome and Mr Dyson
Stuart Dyson, who was apparently a fit young man before Gulf War, became a wreck
after he came home. He complained of a wide range of symptoms and conditions which
he realised at some point were similar to those which had been identified in other
personnel from the UK and the USA who had served in the Gulf in 1991. The group of
such conditions became known as Gulf War Syndrome and affected a large fraction of
veterans. There were, and still are, polarised differences of opinion over two main
questions relating to this issue. These are:
• Is there such a thing as Gulf War Syndrome?
• If there is, what is its aetiology, how does the cause produce such a wide array of
symptoms?
Naturally (and as with the Atomic Test Veterans and the Porton Down veterans, other
similar groups which I have studied) the military and the government say that there is no
problem, it’s all in the mind. To back up their position large sums of money are given to
‘safe’ research scientists to conduct research or produce reports that back up this position.
The veterans have no money for their own research and few scientific advisors, retired
honest scientists living on pensions (like Malcolm Hooper) or maverick greenies funded
by Quaker Charities (like me). Any other affiliated scientist soon gets to learn the
disadvantage of opposing the military, the government or industry (who largely pay for
all research, and hence all the wages and mortgages). The bias that exists in the science
policy interface is horrifying. A good example is the BSE scandal. I have written
extensively about this (Scott Cato et al 2000, Busby 2006, Van den Hazel et al 2005).
In the UK, the military have funded biased studies of atomic test veterans and
biased studies of Gulf War veterans. A good example of the latter is the series of
epidemiological questionnaire studies paid for by the MoD and conducted by Prof Simon
Wessely and psychiatry colleagues of Kings College London whose published papers
reveal a clear attempt (using complex mathematical models) to show that there is no such
thing as Gulf War Syndrome, that it is a merely a loose aggregate of psychiatric
symptoms that are to be found in all groups of soldiers, but that in the Gulf War these
conditions were merely greater in intensity. In passing, note that the sickness intensity
found by Wessely was Gulf War>> Bosnia> UK soldiers, the order of DU exposure. On
the other hand, Dr Robert Haley in the USA has employed a quite similar method (Factor
Analysis) to show that there is in fact a Gulf War Syndrome. I note that the psychiatrists
Wessely et al did not include many real physical symptoms in their analysis whereas
Haley et al did. But Haley went on to conduct a far more significant study. Haley realised
that the apparent disparate nature of the symptoms and conditions in GW syndrome could
be explained if the origin of the damage was in the brainstem and lower brain. He
approached the millionaire ex-Presidential candidate Ross Perot for funding. Using the
large amount of money necessary to carry out magnetic resonance imaging of the
brainstem and lower brain he was able to carry out a case control study of veterans, and
showed that the veterans suffering from GW syndrome also had significant brain cell
damage in the lower brain and brain stem. Thus all the physiological housekeeping

mechanisms had been deranged at their point of origin. Haley’s research shows
unequivocally that it is not, primarily a psychiatric illness, but a neurophysiological
illness.
This brings me to the cause of the lesions in the nervous tissue. Here I divert
slightly from the conclusions drawn by Haley and others who blamed organophosphate
pesticide and nerve gas exposures, perhaps also other multiple chemical exposures, for
such damage. It may be that some combination of these chemical exposures could cause
long term destruction of such tissue. However, research carried out in France and
elsewhere after 2000 has shown, using animal studies, that Uranium targets the brain in
and binds to nervous tissue (ENVIRHOM 2005). Therefore Uranium exposure is also a
candidate for the cause of the brainstem damage leading to GW syndrome.
There is one other pointer. Many veterans from GW1 suffered skin rashes. This
was also common in veterans of the A-Bomb testing in Australia and Christmas Island
(also exposed to uranium in large amounts). Uranium binds to DNA, as I have stated. But
Uranium has another property: it has a very low energy photoelectric work function and
will emit photoelectrons when illuminated with visible light of wavelength 450nm (blue
light). People with uranium bound to the DNA in skin cells will suffer rashes and
inflammation as soon as they are exposed to sunlight.
7. Can this account of Mr Dysons history be further investigated?
I am assuming that Mr Dyson was exposed to DU and all my arguments are based upon
this. If he was, then it is likely that there will still be DU particles in his body, and he
should have a higher level of uranium in his bones and teeth. Analysis of the
tracheobronchial lymph nodes should show the presence of DU particles. The MoD
funded a urine analysis of the GW1 veterans but this was carried out some 13 years after
their exposures and owing to the existence of enriched uranium in the environment, the
results were hard to interpret. In addition, it is likely that the ceramic uranium particles
will not give risk to any uranium in the urine but will remain in situ in the body until
death. Despite many suggestions that a deceased GW veteran be analysed by an
independent laboratory for DU this has never been done.

8. Conclusions
On the basis of the information I have seen I conclude that Stuart Dysons death
from cancer of the colon at the age of 39 in 2008 was more probably than not a late
consequence of his exposure to DU whilst deployed in the Persian Gulf in 1991.

Signed
Chris Busby
Castle Cottage
Aberystwyth
SY231DZ
March 27th 2009
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Member: Royal Society of Chemistry
Member: Royal Society of Medicine
Member: International Society for Environmental Epidemiology
Member: Ukraine Committee: Physicians of Chernobyl

UK Government Committees
Member: (Department of Health and DEFRA) CERRIE
Committee Examining Radiation Risk from Internal
Emitters 2001-2004
www.cerrie.org
Member: Ministry of Defence DUOB
Depleted Uranium Oversight Board
2002-2007
www.duob.org
Other Committees
Scientific Secretary: European Committee on Radiation Risk
www.euradcom.org
Policy Information Network on Child Health and Environment PINCHE
www.pinche.org

1.2 EMPLOYMENT
1969 – 1975 Research physical chemist, Wellcome Foundation, Beckenham
1975 - 1978 Self employed scientific consultant and science writer
1979 - 1981 PhD student University of Kent
1981- 1982 SERC Research Fellow University of Kent
1983- 1992 Self employed scientific consultant and science writer
1992- present
Science Director, Green Audit, commissioned to research
the health effects of ionizing radiation and funded by a number of
charities and independent bodies.
1995
Funded by the Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust to write and
produce 'Wings of Death- The health effects of low level radiation.'
1997-2000 Directed research at Green Audit Funded by Irish State to research
health effects of Sellafield
1997
Appointed UK Representative of European Committee on
Radiation Risk (ECRR)
1997
Foundation for children with leukaemia; research on non-ionising
radiation
2001
Appointed Scientific Secretary of ECRR and commissioned to
prepare the report ECRR 2003- The Health effects of low doses of
Ionizing Radiation (Published 2003)
2001
Appointed to UK Government Committee Evaluating Radiation
Risk from Internal Emitters (CERRIE)
2001
Appointed to the UK Ministry of Defence Oversight Committee on
Depleted Uranium (DUOB)
2002
Funded by the Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust to write a new
book on the epidemiological evidence of health consequences of
exposure to ionizing radiation: 'Wolves of Water'
2003
Appointed Honorary Fellow, University of Liverpool, Faculty of
Medicine, Department of Human Anatomy and Cell Biology
1992-2008 Science Director, Green Audit
2003
Funded by Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust to write Book Wolves
of Water Cancer and the Environment
2004
Leader of Science Policy for( EU) Policy Information Network for
Child Health and Environment PINCHE based in Arnhem, The
Netherlands
2005
3 year research funding by Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust;
Corporate Responsibility in Science and Policy
2008
3-year research funding from The Joseph Rowntree Charitable
Trust; Corporative Responsibility in Science
2008
Appointed Guest Researcher, German Federal Research
Laboratories, Julius Kuhn Institute, Braunschweig, Germany
2008
Appointed Visiting Professor, School of Molecular Bioscience,
Faculty of Life and Health Sciences, University of Ulster,
Coleraine, Northern Ireland

1.3 TEACHING EXPERIENCE
1970
1980-1981
1995-1997
1995-1997
2000 – 2005

2005
2006
2006
2007

Taught O-level Chemistry part time, Inner London
Education Authority
Gave tutorials in quantum mechanics at the Dept. of
Chemistry. University of Kent
Invited lecturer at the University of Sussex Dept. of
Physics.
Invited lecturer in the University of Wales, `Aberystwyth,
Physics Department and Geography Department
Invited lecturer in the University of Liverpool Faculty of
Medicine SSM5 ‘Environment and Health’ addressing
internal radiation risk and cancer epidemiology of small
areas.
Invited lecturer University of West of England; Radiation
Risk and epidemiology
Invited lecturer: Dept. of Law, University of Wales,
Aberystwyth
Invited lecturer: Dept. of Environment, University of West
of England
Invited lecturer: Centre for Molecular Bioscience,
University of Ulster

1.4 ADMINISTRATIVE EXPERIENCE
Professional Administration:
Senior Scientist
Dept of Physical Chemistry, Wellcome Research Laboratory, Langley Park, Beckenham
Science Director, Green Audit
2004-2006 Leader: Workpackage 6 Science and Policy; PINCHE (EU)
Editorial boards (Current):
European Journal of Biology and Bioelectromagnetics
Invited Reviewer
European Journal of Biology and Bioelectromagnetics
European Journal of Cancer
Journal of Public Health (Royal College of Physicians, School of Public Health)
Science and Public Policy
The Lancet
Occupational and Environmental Medicine (BMJ)

1.5 EXPERT WITNESS
Since 1997 Chris Busby has been engaged as an expert witness in several cases that
relate to the effects of radioactive pollution on health, in several refugee appeals
(Kosovo) based on Depleted Uranium risks, several trials of activists accused of
criminal damage at weapons establishment and one at the House of Commons
(evidence on Depleted Uranium and other radioactive substances), one MoD pension
appeals tribunal for the widow of a A-Bomb test veteran and once in the Connecticut
State Court for an appeal against licensing releases of radioactivity from the Millstone
reactor on Long Island Sound. He is currently acting or has recently acted as expert
witness on two cases in the UK involving the health effects of internal irradiation from
Depleted Uranium. One of these is in the Royal Courts of Justice and also in three cases
in the USA. Two of these (against Exxon) have recently been settled. The third, a
landmark case involving childhood cancer near a nuclear plant in Florida is currently
being appealed in the US Supreme Court. He also advised on the case of Rocketdyne
(Boeing) and the Santa Susana Field Laboratory childhood retinoblastoma cluster in
Western Los Angeles which was settled in January 2008 and a TENORM radiation case
involving Ashland Oil in Martha Kentucky, also two other TENORM cases in
Louisiana. He is currently also expert witness and advisor on the UK Atomic Test
veteran litigation in the Royal Courts of Justice.

1.6 APPOINTED or INVITED ADVISOR
Various national and supra-national groups have sought advice from or appointed Dr
Busby as an advisor on various issues e.g.
Green Group European Parliament; Radiation and Health (Caroline Lucas MEP)
Canadian Government: Uranium and Health (appointed by Alex Atamenenko MCP,
British Columbia)
UK Committee on Radioactive Waste Management (invited by Prof Gordon McKerron)
Royal Society Committee on Health Effects of Depleted Uranium Weapons (invited by
Prof. Brian Spratt)
US Congressional Committee on Veterans Affairs and Security (Uranium weapons)
(invited by Senator Christopher Shays)
UNIDIR Geneva (United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research) (Kirstin
Vignard)

1.7 RESEARCH INTERESTS.
Overview of major lines of investigation
Chris Busby spent seven years at the Wellcome Foundation, where he conducted
research into the physical chemistry and pharmacology of molecular drug receptor
interactions. He subsequently moved to the University of Kent at Canterbury where he
studied Laser Raman Spectro-electrochemistry in collaboration with Shell Research and
later as SRC Research Fellow, a project which resulted in a PhD in Chemical Physics.
He developed and published theoretical and experimental details of silver and gold
electrodes with surface array properties which enable acquisition of laser Raman spectra
of adsorbed molecules in dilute solution.
In the late 1980s he became interested in the mechanisms of low dose internal
irradiation and developed the Second Event Theory, which distinguishes between the
hazards of external and internal radiation exposure. In 1995 he was funded by the
Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust to develop his arguments and write ‘Wings of Death:
Nuclear Pollution and Human Health’, an account of the results of his research into
radiation and cancer and also into cancer increases in Wales, which he argued were a
result of global weapons fallout exposure. In 1997 he became the UK representative of
the European Committee on Radiation Risk. His analysis of the increases in childhood
leukaemia in Wales and Scotland following Chernobyl was recently published in the
journals Energy and Environment and the International Journal of Radiation Medicine.
From 1997-2000 he was funded by the Irish Government to carry out research into cancer
incidence and proximity to the coast. In June 2000 he was invited to present evidence to
the Royal Society committee on Depleted Uranium and health, and shortly after this was
invited to Iraq to measure DU in the country and relate exposure to health effects which
followed the Gulf War. In 2001 he was asked to visit Kosovo to investigate the dispersion
of DU using field monitoring equipment. He discovered DU in many areas from
analytical measurements made on samples he collected (paid for by the BBC) he showed
that there was atmospheric resuspension of DU particles. His work and expertise in the
field of environmental health and radioactivity was recognised by his appointment to
CERRIE a Government committee reporting on the effects of low level radiation on
health. Following his evidence to the Royal Society on the effects of Depleted Uranium,
he was appointed to the UK Ministry of Defence committee on Depleted Uranium in
2001. He was invited to address the US Congressional Committee on Veterans Affairs of
the Health effects of Depleted Uranium in 2002. He is presently also the Scientific
Secretary of the European Committee on Radiation Risk and was commissioned to
organise the preparation of the new risk model on radiation exposure and to organise the
publication of ECRR 2003: The Health Effects of Exposure to low Doses of Ionizing
Radiation, published in January 2003 and now translated into and published in French,
Russian, Japanese and Spanish. In 2004, he (jointly with two other colleagues) published
the Minority Report of the CERRIE committee (Sosiumi Press). In 2006 he produced and
jointly edited with Prof. Alexey Yablokov of the Russian Academy of Sciences
ECRR2006 Chernobyl 20 Years On.

Between 2004 and 2006 he was leader of the Science and Policy Interface Group of the
EU funded Policy Information Network for Child Health and Environment and organised
the discussions and collation of information leading to their final report on the issue
which he wrote large parts of. The culmination of this project which involved over 40
scientists and physicians from all major EU countries was the recommendation that as a
result of bias in scientific advice to policymakers, all advice committees involving areas
of dispute and possible harm to the public should be oppositional committees with reports
including all sides of any argument.
From 2006 Dr Busby has been conducting laboratory experiments researching
photoelectron emission from Uranium and elements of high atomic number. He is
currently co-supervising a researcher at the Centre of Molecular Biosciences in the
University of Ulster on this.
He is also currently engaged in experimental and theoretical development of a novel
theory of living systems and their origin.

1.8 RESEARCH EXPERIENCE
Dr Busby's early research was in the Physical Chemistry aspects of molecular
pharmacology at the Wellcome Research Labs. This involved the use of spectroscopic
and thermodynamic methods for examining cell drug interactions at the molecular level.
For a year he began a research degree in NMR on molecular conformational changes on
protonation but left to return to Wellcome and resume his drug interaction research.
From there he moved to developing descriptions of intercellular and intracellular
communication mechanisms, a subject which he is still engaged in researching in the
laboratory. Later he moved to examining molecular behaviour at charged interfaces and
developed a Surface Raman spectroelectrochemical method as a Science Research
Council Fellow at the University of Kent.
Between 1992 and 2004 Dr Busby was engaged in research in three areas
associated with ionising radiation and health and also was funded for a year (1997) by
the Foundation for Children with Leukemia to research the interaction between non
ionising radiation and ionising radiation. His research in the area of ionising radiation
has been split between the development of theoretical descriptions of radiation action on
living cells and the epidemiology of cancer and leukaemia in small areas. After 1994 he
conducted survey epidemiology of Wales and England and was the first to point out (in
a letter to the British Medical Journal) that increases in cancer in Wales might be related
to weapons fallout. Later he examined childhood leukaemia mortality near the Harwell
and Aldermaston nuclear sites and suggested that the excess risk might be related to
inhalation of radioactive particles. These results were also carried in a research letter in
the BMJ which attracted considerable criticism. His description of the mode of radiation
action from sequential emitters (his Second Event Theory was developed originally in
1987) has attracted a great deal of interest and also criticism. Between 1997 and 2000
he was funded by the Irish State to carry out epidemiological studies of cancer rates and
distance from the Irish Sea using data from Wales Cancer Registry and through a
collaboration with the Irish National Cancer Registry. Following this he and his team in
Green Audit developed novel small area questionnaire epidemiological methods and

applied them to a number of areas in different studies which included Carlingford
Ireland, Burnham on Sea in Somerset and Plymouth, Devon and Trawsfynydd,
Gwynedd, Wales, which resulted in a TV documentary in 2004. In addition he carried
out cancer mortality small area studies in Somerset and later in Essex. He extended
these to wards in Scotland in 2002. He has supervised a PhD student, who has
subsequently graduated, at the University of Liverpool in the Faculty of Medicine in an
epidemiological study of cancer mortality in Scotland with regard to proximity to
putative sources of cancer risk. In all the small area studies he carried out it was
possible to show a significant effect of living near radioactively contaminated intertidal
sediment. The papers and reports were all published by Green Audit and most have
been presented by invitation at learned conferences in Europe including through
invitations by the Nuclear Industry itself.
In addition to this, in 1998 Busby set up a radiation measurement laboratory and
equipped it with portable alpha beta and gamma measuring systems including a portable
gamma spectrometer made in Dresden which uses a 2" NaI detector. He used these to
show the presence of Depleted Uranium in Southern Iraq in 2000 when he was invited
by the Al Jazeera TV channel to visit the country as a consultant and examine the link
between leukaemia in children and levels of Depleted Uranium. In 2001 he visited
Kosovo with Nippon TV and was the first to show that DU was present in dust in towns
in Western Kosovo and through isotope measurements funded by the BBC was able to
report to the Royal Society in 2001 and the EU Parliament in Strasbourg that DU
became resuspended in dry weather and was rained out, and that it remained in the
environment for a considerable time. This subsequently led to UNEP deploying
atmospheric particle measuring equipment in areas where DU had been used. More
recently, from 2006, Dr Busby has been developing laboratory methods for measuring
radiation conversion and amplification by high atomic number micron diameter metal
and metal oxide particles (Uranium, Gold). It is his recent contention that such particles
amplify background radiation effectiveness by photoelectron conversion and he is the
author of a provisional patent application for the use of photoelectrons in cancer therapy
to destroy tumours.
In 2005 he was invited by various organisations in New Zealand (NZ Royal
Society) to give evidence on the health effects of Depleted Uranium. In 2005 and 2006
he worked with Prof Alexey Yablokov on the ECRR2006 report on Chernobyl which
was published on the 20th anniversary of the accident. Most recently he has conducted a
study of the health of people living in the vicinity of the Trawsfynydd Nuclear plant in
Wales for HTV and also a study of the veterans of the Porton Down human experiments
in the 50s. The results of the Porton Down veterans study led to a settlement and an
apology by the government to the veterans in 2008. In 2007 he began epidemiological
studies of the children of A-Bomb Test veterans and also of people living near mobile
phone base stations. The A-Bomb veterans epidemiology study highlighted high rates of
miscarriage and congenital illness in their children and grandchildren. The results were
presented to the House of Commons committee investigating this issue in November
2007 and have led to a recent agreement by the UK government to fund further
epidemiological research on this issue, research which Dr Busby will oversee on behalf
of the Test Veterans. He is currently an expert advisor on the Test Veterans' litigation
and official scientific advisor to the British Nuclear Test Veterans' Association. He was

appointed Visiting Professor in the School of Molecular Biosciences in the University
of Ulster in 2008 where he is co-supervising research on the health effects of uranium.
His research on uranium and genetic damage was the main news story in the New
Scientist of 6th September 2008. Also in 2008 he was appointed Guest Researcher at the
German Federal Government Julius Kuhn Institute in Braunschweig where he is cosupervising research on Uranium uptake in plants.

1.9 INVITATIONS TO SPEAK.
Year
1995
1995
1995
1995
1997
1997
1997
1998
1998
1999
1999
2000
2000
2001
2001
2001
2001
2001
2001
2001
2002
2002
2002
2002
2002
2002
2002
2003

Place, Subject etc.
House of Commons. Symposium on Low Dose Radiation
Jersey, Channel Islands: International conference on nuclear shipments; Health
effects of low dose radiation
Oxford Town Hall: Low dose radiation effects
Drogheda, Ireland: Sellafield effects
Strasbourg EU Parliament: Euratom Directive
Brussels, EU Parliament STOA workshop on criticisms of ICRP risk models
Kingston Ontario: World Conference on Breast Cancer: paper on cohort effects
and weapons fallout
Muenster, Germany, International Conference on Radiation: Second Event
effects
Manchester Town Hall, Ethics and Euratom
Copenhagen: Danish Parliament: Euratom Directive and low dose effects
Carlingford, Ireland: Sellafield effects
Kos Island: ASPIS (EC) meeting on 'Is cancer an environmental effect'; low
dose radiation and cancer
London: Royal Society: low dose effects and Depleted Uranium
Strasbourg: Green Group; Health effects of Depleted Uranium
Bergen: International Sellafield conference, Sellafield effects on health
Oslo: Nobel Institute: Health effects of low dose radiation and DU
London: Royal Society: Health effects of Depleted Uranium (again)
Kiev: WHO conference on Chernobyl: paper on infant leukaemia
Prague: Res Publica International Conference on Depleted Uranium
Strasbourg: EU Parliament, with UNEP; Health effects of Depleted Uranium
Bergen: Conference on Sellafield
Helsinki: Health effects of low dose radiation
London: US Congressional Committee on National Security: Gulf war
syndrome and Depleted Uranium
London Greenpeace: Small area statistics and radiation effects
Chilton: Health effects of radioactive waste
Oxford, British Nuclear Energy Society: Effects of low doses of radiation
Royal Society of Physicians: Small area health statistics and radiation
Birmingham: Non ionising radiation. Chaired

2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2004
2004
2004
2004
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2006
2006
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008
2009
2009

Liverpool University: Depleted Uranium and Health
Oxford University: Health Effects of Radiation from Internal Emitters
Munich: Whistleblowers
Copenhagen: Radiation and the foetus
Hamburg: Depleted Uranium
Berlin: Low level radiation
London: PINCHE, child health and environment
London, Westminster: Children with leukaemia
Chicago: Radiation studies
New Zealand Royal Society, Wellington
New Zealand, Auckland University
Chicago: Small area epidemiology by citizen groups
Salzburg, Austria. PLAGE; International Nuclear Law and Human Rights
Stockholm, Swedish Parliament; Low Dose Radiation and Depleted Uranium
ECRR, Charite Hospital, Berlin, Health effects of the Chernobyl Accident
Hiroshima Japan, Depleted Uranium
Kuala Lumpur, Depleted Uranium: War Crimes Tribunal
London, House of Commons: Chernobyl and health; anniversary lecture.
London: Safegrounds Nuclear Industry CIRIA conference; low dose effects
Blackpool: A-Bomb Veterans and low dose radiation effects
University of Ulster: Childhood leukaemia in Ireland and Sellafield
Hanover: Federal Agricultural Laboratories; Uranium chemistry and physics
Geneva: United Nations. Health effects of Uranium weapons
Geneva: United Nations. Chernobyl: WHO and the IAEA
London, House of Commons Select Committee: Nuclear Test Veterans
Children Epidemiology study
London, Royal Society: Science Policy Advice and Scientific Dishonesty
Ljubljana Slovenia: Parliament; Nuclear Energy and Human Health
Malmo Sweden; Uranium and health- new discoveries
Helsinki; Chernobyl effects
Moscow, Russian Academy of Sciences; A new theory of living systems.
Stockholm; Parliament. Inadequacy of current radiation models and laws
Greece, Lesvos. Criticisms of current radiation risk system

2. PUBLICATIONS AND SUBMITTED PAPERS
PEER REVIEWED PAPERS.
Busby Chris, Lengfelder Edmund, Pflugbeil Sebastian, Schmitz Feuerhake, Inge (2009) The
evidence of radiation effects in embryos and fetuses exposed by Chernobyl fallout and the
question of dose response. Medicine, Conflict Survival 25(1) 18-39
Busby Chris (2008) Is there a sea coast effect on childhood leukaemia in Dumfries and Galloway,
Scotland, 1975-2002 ? Occupational and Environmental Medicine 65, 4, 286-287
Busby Chris and Schnug Ewald (2008) Advanced biochemical and biophysical aspects of
uranium contamination. In: (Eds) De Kok, L.J. and Schnug, E. Loads and Fate of Fertilizer
Derived Uranium. Backhuys Publishers, Leiden, The Netherlands, ISBN/EAN 978-90-5782-1936.
Busby C C and Howard CV (2006) ‘Fundamental errors in official epidemiological studies of
environmental pollution in Wales’ Journal of Public Health March 22nd 2006
Busby C and Fucic A (2006) Ionizing Radiation and children’s health: PINCHE conclusions Acta
Paediatrica S 453 81-86
Van den Hazel P, Zuurbier M, Bistrup M L, Busby C, Fucic A, Koppe JG et al (2006) Policy and
science in children’s health and environment: Recommendations from the PINCHE project. Acta
Paediatrica S 453 114-119
Koppe JG, Bartonova A, Bolte G, Bistrup ML, Busby C, Butter M et al (2006) Exposure to
multiple environmental agents and their effects. Acta Paediatrica S 453 106-114
Van den Hazel P, Zuurbier M, Babisch W, Bartonova A, Bistrup M-L, Bolte G, Busby C et al,
(2006) ‘Today’s epidemics in children: possible relations to environmental pollution’ Acta
Paediatrica S 453 18-26
Busby CC (2005) Does uranium contamination amplify natural background radiation dose
to the DNA? European J. Biology and Bioelectromagnetics. 1 (2) 120-131
Busby CC (2005) Depleted Uranium Weapons, metal particles and radiation dose. European J.
Biology and Bioelectromagnetics. 1(1) 82-93
Busby CC and Coghill R (2005) Are there enhanced radioactivity levels near high voltage
powerlines? European J. Biology and Bioelectromagnetics. 1(2) Ch 7.
Busby Chris and Bramhall Richard (2005) Is there an excess of childhood cancer in North Wales
on the Menai Strait, Gwynedd? Concerns about the accuracy of analyses carried out by the Wales
Cancer Intelligence Unit and those using its data. European J. Biology and Bioelectromagnetics.
1(3) 504-526

Busby Chris and Morgan Saoirse (2005) Routine monitoring of air filters at the Atomic Weapons
Establishment Aldermaston, UK show increases in Uranium from Gulf War 2 operations.
European J. Biology and Bioelectromagnetics 1(4) 650-668
Busby C.C (2002). ‘High Risks at low doses.’ Proceedings of 4th International Conference on
the Health Effects of Low-level Radiation: Oxford Sept 24 2002. (London: British
Nuclear Energy Society).
Busby, C. C. and Cato, M. S. (2000), ‘Increases in leukemia in infants in Wales and Scotland
following Chernobyl: evidence for errors in risk estimates’ Energy and Environment 11(2) 127139
Busby C.,(2000), ‘Response to Commentary on the Second Event Theory by Busby’
International Journal of Radiation Biology 76 (1) 123-125
Busby C.C. and Cato M.S. (2001) ‘Increases in leukemia in infants in Wales and Scotland
following Chernobyl: Evidence for errors in statutory risk estimates and dose response
assumptions’. International Journal of Radiation Medicine 3 (1) 23
Busby Chris and Cato, Molly Scott (1998), ‘Cancer in the offspring of radiation workers:
exposure to internal radioisotopes may be responsible.’ British Medical Journal 316 1672
Busby C, and M. Scott Cato, (1997)`Death Rates from Leukemia are Higher than Expected in
Areas around Nuclear Sites in Berkshire and Oxfordshire’, British Medical Journal, 315 (1997):
309.
Busby, C. (1994), `Increase in Cancer in Wales Unexplained', British Medical Journal, 308: 268.
Busby C and Creighton JA (1982)' Factors influencing the enhancement of Raman spectral
intensity from a roughened silver surface'. J.Electroanal. Chem. 133 183-193
Busby CC and Creighton JA (1982)' Efficient silver and gold electrodes for surface enhanced
Raman spectral studies' J. Electroanal Chem 140 379-390
Busby CC (1984) J.Electroanal Chem 162 251-262
Busby CC (1984) 'Voltage Induced intensity changes in surface Raman bands from silver
electrodes and their variation with excitation frequency'. Surface Science 140 294-306

BOOKS
Busby, C. C. (1992), Low level radiation from the nuclear industry: the biological
consequences. (Aberystwyth: Green Audit)
Busby C.C (1992) Peledriad isaf o'er diwydiant niwcliar: yr canleniadau biolegol.
(Aberystwyth: Green Audit)
Busby, C. C. (1994), Radiation and Cancer in Wales (Aberystwyth: Green Audit).
Busby, C. C. (1995), Wings of Death: Nuclear Pollution and Human Health (Aberystwyth:
Green Audit)

Busby C.C (2003) ed with Bertell R, Yablokov A, Schmitz Feuerhake I and Scott Cato M.
ECRR2003: 2003 recommendations of the European Committee on Radiation Risk- The health
effects of ionizing radiation at low dose--Regulator's edition. (Brussels: ECRR-2003)
2004 Translations of the above into French Japanese Russian and Spanish (see
www.euradcom.org for details)
Busby CC, with Bramhall R and Scott Cato MS (2000) I don’t know Much about Science:
political decision making in scientific and technical areas. Aberystwyth: Green Audit (this book
influenced the structure and formation of the CERRIE committee and advocates an oppositional
structure to science advisory committees in order to allow for cultural bias in science advice. It
has now been carried forward by PINCHE in Europe.).
Busby CC, Bramhall R and Dorfman P (2004) CERRIE Minority Report 2004: Minority Report
of the UK Department of Health/ Department of Environment (DEFRA) Committee Examining
Radiation Risk from Internal Emitters (CERRIE) Aberystwyth: Sosiumi Press
Busby CC and others (2004) Report of the Committee Examining Radiation Risk from Internal
Emitters (CERRIE) Chilton, UK: National Radiological Protection Board
Busby C and Yablokov AV (2006) ECRR 2006. Chernobyl 20 year On. The health Effects of
the Chernobyl Accident. Brussels: ECRR/ Aberystwyth: Green Audit
Busby Chris (2006) Wolves of Water. A Study Constructed from Atomic Radiation, Morality,
Epidemiology, Science, Bias, Philosophy and Death. Aberystwyth: Green Audit

CHAPTERS IN BOOKS
Busby, C. C. (1996a), ‘ in Bramhall, R. (ed.), The Health Effects of Low Level Radiation:
Proceedings of a Symposium held at the House of Commons, 24 April 1996 (Aberystwyth:
Green Audit).
Busby, C. C. (1998), ‘Enhanced mutagenicity from internal sequentially decaying beta emitters
from second event effects.’ In ‘Die Wirkung niedriger Strahlendosen- im kindes-und
Jugendalter, in der Medizin, Umwelt ind technik, am Arbeitsplatz’. Proceedings of International
Congress of the German Society for Radiation Protection. Eds: Koehnlein W and Nussbaum R.
Muenster, 28 March 1998 (Bremen: Gesellschaft fur Strahlenschutz)
Busby C.C and Scott Cato M (1999) 'A Planetary Impact index' in Molly Scott Cato and Miriam
Kennett eds. Green Economics- beyond supply and demand to meeting peoples needs.
Aberystwyth: Green Audit
Busby C (2004) Depleted Science: the health consequences and mechanisms of exposure to
fallout from Depleted Uranium weapons. In The Trojan Horses of Nuclear War Kuepker M and
Kraft D eds. Hamburg: GAAA
Busby Chris (2007) New nuclear risk models, real health effects and court cases. Pp 35-46 inUpdating International Nuclear Law Eds—Stockinger H, van Dyke JM et al. Vienna: Neuer
Wissenschaftlicher Verlag
Busby C (2008) Depleted Uranium. Why all the fuss? United Nations Disarmament Forum
Journal UNIDIR, Nov 2008

ARTICLES
Numerous articles for 'The Ecologist' on low dose radiation effects have been translated
into most languages and reprinted.
Numerous articles and reports in Radioactive Times: the Journal of the Low level
Radiation Campaign
Main Green Audit published papers
Busby C and Scott Cato M (2001) Increases in leukemia in infants in Wales and Scotland
following Chernobyl: Evidence for errors in statutory risk estimates and dose
response assumptions. Kiev WHO conference paper. Occasional Paper 2001/7.
Aberystwyth: Green Audit
Busby C C, Bramhall R and Dorfman P (2001) Environmental risk methodology and
Breast cancer mortality near Bradwell nuclear power station in Essex 1995-1999.
Occasional Paper 2001/8 Aberystwyth: Green Audit
Busby C C, Kaleta R and Rowe H (2000), The effects of Sellafield on cancer incidence in
Ireland from 1994 to 1996. Analysis of national Cancer Registry small areas
data., Report 2000/12 (Aberystwyth: Green Audit)
Busby C, (1994), 'Investigation of the Incidence of Cancer around Wylfa and
Trawsfynydd Nuclear Installations, 1974-86- Welsh Office Report A-EMJ28. An
appraisal for Wales Green Party', Aberystwyth: Green Audit
Busby C, Dorfman P, Rowe H (2000) Cancer Mortality and Proximity to Hinkley Point
Nuclear Power Station in Somerset: Part I Breast Cancer. Occasional Paper
2000/2 Aberystwyth: Green Audit
Busby C, Dorfman P, Rowe H (2000) Cancer Mortality and Proximity to Hinkley Point
Nuclear Power Station in Somerset: Part II Prostate Cancer. Occasional Paper
2000/3 Aberystwyth: Green Audit
Busby C, Dorfman P, Rowe H (2000) Cancer Mortality and Proximity to Hinkley Point
Nuclear Power Station in Somerset: Part III All malignancies, lung and stomach
cancer. Summary Occasional Paper 2000/4 Aberystwyth: Green Audit
Busby C, Rowe H (2000) Cancer Incidence in Carlingford and Greenore, County Louth:
Results of the STAD/ Green Audit Questionnaire Report 2000/06 Aberystwyth:
Green Audit
Busby C.C (2000), Science on Trial: On the Biological Effects and Health Risks
following exposure to aerosols produced by the use of Depleted Uranium
th
weapons. Invited presentation to the Royal Society, London July 19 2000 and
also given at the International Conference against Depleted Uranium, Manchester
4th November 2000.Occasional Paper 2000/10
Busby C.C (2001) ' Depleted Uranium in Kosovo: Review of UNEP Report of 13th March
2001' Occasional Paper 2001/3 Aberystwyth: Green Audit
Busby C.C (2001) Health Risks following exposure to aerosols produced by the use of
Depleted Uranium Weapons. Presentation to Res Publica International
Conference Prague 24th Nov 2001. Occasional Paper 2001/12 (Aberystwyth
Green Audit)

Busby C.C (2002) 'Review of the Home Office statement on the health Consequences of
exposure to Depleted Uranium in Kosovo' Report 2002/2 Aberystwyth: Green
Audit
Busby C.C, (2000) Radiation from Sellafield and Cancer near the Irish Sea. The Second
Annual progress report from the Irish Sea Group in support of the litigation Short
and Others vs BNFL and Others Aberystwyth: Green Audit
Busby C.C, Dorfman P, Rowe H and Kocjan B (2001), Cancer mortality and proximity to
Oldbury Nuclear Power Station in Gloucestershire 1995-1999. Including all
malignancies, female breast, prostate and lung cancer mortality. With an analysis
of childhood leukemia incidence in ages 0-4 between 1974 to 1990 in Welsh
Areas of Residence. Occasional paper 2001/6 (Aberystwyth: Green Audit)
Busby C.C. (2002) 'Lymphoma Incidence in Italian Military personnel involved in
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This report is supplementary to my March 2009 report on the issue of causality in the
case of the exposure of Mr Stuart Raymond Dyson to depleted uranium in Gulf War 1
(1991) and his subsequent illness and death from colon cancer at the age of 39. It
addresses the arguments advanced by the Ministry of Defence’s expert Mr Ron
Brown (DSTL 2009) and also includes some relevant material which has appeared
since March 2009.
1. DSTL (2009) advances arguments that Mr Dyson’s colon cancer could not have
been the consequence of exposure to DU because the radiation ‘dose’ was too low.
2. DSTL (2009) develops its arguments on the basis of a number of platforms. First,
there are criticisms of my own expertise and that of the group of radiation experts I
represent and base my argument on, the European Committee on Radiation Risk
(ECRR). Then DSTL advances its own position relating to the radiological effects of
DU exposure on the basis of what it calls a ‘scientific consensus’.
It should be noted first, however, that DSTL(2009) is the work of one man, Ron
Brown, a person with a Chemistry degree from St Andrews and a diploma in
Radiological Protection, an individual with little or no research experience and little
scientific publication record in the peer review literature as far as I can determine. Mr
Brown’s job, has been to work for the Ministry of Defence as a civil servant and to
apply there the principles and formulae of the International Commission on
Radiological Protection (ICRP), whose risk model is universally employed by
national governments and agencies.
It is not my purpose here to belittle Mr Brown, who genuinely believes what
he says, and whom I served with on the DUOB, but just to make it clear that he is not
a hands-on researcher, but merely an analyst, interpreter and presenter of other
people’s work. As someone who has been trained in the system of the ICRP he is (and
was, on the DUOB) hostile to any suggestion or any evidence that the model he has
applied all his life, is flawed. ICRP, as Mr Brown admits, represent the cornerstone of
the ‘scientific consensus’ on which his arguments depend. If it is seen to fail, then all
his arguments and those of the bodies he cites, also fail.
3. Apart from a great deal of evidence showing ICRP models to be faulty , this
cornerstone has recently been removed by the resignation in April 2009 from the
ICRP of Dr Jack Valentin the Editor of the 2007 ICRP report that DSTL(2009) refers
to and depends upon (DSTL para.20). Following his resignation, Valentin stated to me
in a public meeting in Stockholm that the ICRP risk model ‘could not be employed’ to
predict the health outcomes of exposures to ionizing radiation because for certain
internal exposures the uncertainties were as high as two orders of magnitude i.e.100 to
900 times (Valentin 2009). This means that there could be between 100 and 900 times
the cancer yield per unit dose than is predicted by the ICRP model. Thus the nuclear
site child leukemia clusters, the Chernobyl cancer effects and the effects of uranium
are explained. He also stated that since he was no longer the Scientific Secretary of
the ICRP he could now say that he believed that ICRP and the United Nations
Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) had been
wrong in not addressing the many examples of evidence from Chernobyl and from
nuclear site leukemias and also other evidence that the ICRP model was unsafe
(Valentin 2009).

The meeting in Stockholm where Dr Valentin and I were discussing the validity of the
ICRP model was audio and videotape recorded and I have the tapes which can be
shown in Court if required.
4. It is worth emphasizing at this point that ICRP is a desk organization with one
permanent paid member its Scientific Secretary Jack Valentin. It carries out no
research. It depends for its information on the reviews of scientific papers provided by
UNSCEAR and so they are not independent of each other as DSTL (2009) states.
UNSCEARs reports are selective. In addition, the two committees often have
members in common, and also members who have been or are members of the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). One example is Dr Roger Cox, Chair
of the UK National Radiological Protection Board (now the HPA) who is also Vice
Chair of ICRP and also contributing author to the 2000 UNSCEAR report. Another is
Mr Abel Gonzalez of the IAEA, who is also a full member of the ICRP committee
and drafted the ICRP 2008 report. Dr Lars Eric Holm of Sweden is the current Chair
of ICRP and also was Chair of the Swedish Radiological Protection organization SSI
and also Chair of UNSCEAR in 2001. Holm has famously gone on record as stating
that the total death toll of Chernobyl is limited to 30 seriously irradiated clean up
workers, something that is also stated regularly in public and at conferences by Abel
Gonzalez. The point here is that all the organizations that DSTL (2009) depend upon
for its scientific consensus argument ultimately interconnect and come back to one
risk model: that of the ICRP. The ICRP is not independent of the organizations that it
depends upon for its evidence, and they are not independent of it. The system is an
internally consistent and epicyclically-maintained fortress of bad science, bias and
false conclusions. All the points made by Mr Brown to support his arguments (see e.g.
DSTL para.13) are ultimately dependent upon the methodology and modeling of the
ICRP. Mr Brown states that the new independent radiation risk committee, the
ECRR,has been criticized for being a ‘self-styled organization with no links to
official bodies’ (DSTL para 16). This should, in this context, be a valuable asset.
5. The dispute over the arguments relating to Mr Dyson has become translated by Mr
Brown into a dispute about the credibility of two institutions and two models of
radiological risk. Thus scientific arguments seem to have been turned into an ad
hominem argument about credibility.
The ICRP model is based on the universal applicability of the idea of absorbed
dose and the application of this concept to the cancer yield of the Japanese A-Bomb
survivors, as I have explained in my earlier report. The ECRR 2003 model and its
updated publications dispute the applicability of large acute external gamma radiation
exposures to Japanese A-Bomb survivors to those internally contaminated and
chronically exposed. ECRR employs weighting factors to allow for the effects of
certain specific types of such internal exposures.
To address the credibility argument raised by Mr Brown, it might be valuable
to ask just which scientists support the ECRR model and what their credibility is. The
ECRR held its 3rd International conference at the University of the Aegean in Lesvos,
Greece in May 5-7th 2009. At this conference, 20 eminent radiation experts from all
over the world made presentations of their original research which showed that the
predictions of the ICRP model were totally unsafe. The proceedings of this conference
are being prepared. However, at the end of this conference, the current serious state of
affairs in radiation protection led to the preparation of a statement which was signed
by all the plenary delegates and which demanded the abandonment of the ICRP risk

model (ECRR Lesvos Declaration 2009). I attach this statement together with a list of
the scientists and their positions/ affiliations. It will be clear that these scientists are
extremely eminent individuals with long histories of original research and
publications in the area of radiation risk. Theirs are not ‘desktop studies’.
6. I will now turn to some specific arguments contained in DSTL 2009. DSTL(2009)
runs to 52 paragraphs. I will not attempt here to respond to all of them and the result
would be too time consuming and costly. I will address the most important points by
paragraph number (P).
6.1 (4, 5) multitude of reports. . varying quality. . .simply restate the work and
findings of others. I capture this argument. All of the main reports on DU effects
quoted by DSTL are of this nature i.e. desktop studies. Their conclusions are based
upon the ICRP model predictions and they quote each others reports for support.
6.2 (6) All of these reports depend for their conclusions regarding health upon ICRP
modeling. None carry out any independent epidemiology of exposed populations.
There are a very few of these but DSTL has not cited any.
6.3 (7) Belgium has banned DU; the European Parliament has called for such a ban.
Canada is a major source of uranium and influenced by the French AREVA company
who control the mining.
6.4 (10) As explained in the DUOB final report, there are technical reasons why the
results could not be interpreted. The discovery of the existence of enriched uranium in
the environment makes it impossible to employ the isotopic ratio to determine DU.
More recently I have carried out experiments which suggest that there is significant
adsorption of uranium from solution on to the walls of plastic containers. I suggested
that this be examined in the DUOB but it was voted in committee not to pursue such
an experimental test.
6.5 (12) My point about IRSN is that the 15 French scientists writing the report agreed
that the ICRP model was unsafe: in this they agreed with ECRR. They did not agree
with the ECRR prescription for a new model. Therefore I think we can both agree,
ECRR and IRSN, that ICRP is unsafe, and therefore cannot be used by DSTL or any
of the sources they cite in support of their position.
6.6 (13,14) These organisations are not independent in personnel or logical connection
from each other and are funded mainly by governments of nuclear States or those
employing nuclear weapons. The World Health Organisation WHO is unable to carry
out independent research since its 1959 agreement with the International Atomic
Energy Agency whose remit is the development of nuclear energy. This disgraceful
agreement is the main reason for the absence of any proper research into the
Chernobyl accident effects and is part of an on-going international campaign based in
Geneva. The WHO has not carried out any research into the effects of DU in Iraq or
the Balkans despite many studies showing increases in cancer and congenital illnesses
in areas where DU was employed (Busby 2003). Criticism of this state of affairs by
the Senior Radiation Advisor to the WHO, Dr Keith Baverstock resulted in his
dismissal by WHO in 2005. The European Parliament has recently asked Baverstock
to re-open the issue of the Chernobyl effects and Baverstock submitted a presentation

to the ECRR Lesvos conference in 2009 on this matter. The only independent
epidemiological study of DU effects has been the Italian government study of Italian
Balkan peacekeepers (Italian Report 2001). The first study showed a 3 to 7 fold
excess of lymphoma. The more recent update showed such alarming increases in
cancer in the veterans that it has been suppressed by the Italian government pending a
reappraisal of the data. It is truly astonishing that no other proper independent
epidemiological study of DU effects has been carried out.
6.7 (16) formal links to official bodies i.e. independent. (16) self styled what can
this mean? How can it differ from the self styled ICRP or the self styled DSTL?
6.8 (17) hot particle theory What Monty Charles and others who have attempted to
discount the hot particle anisotropy do is discount any epidemiological evidence that
hot particles can be harmful and then say there is no evidence that they are harmful.
For example, the childhood leukemia increases near nuclear sites listed in ECRR2003
and now joined by the huge KiKK German study (Spix 2008) are clearly examples of
inhalation of particulates from nuclear site releases. But the supporters of the ICRP
model deny that they have any causal relation to radiation exposure one the basis that
the model argues that they cannot. This epicyclical defence of a model by science has
been compared by the twice Nobel prizewinning scientist Michael Polanyi to the way
in which Azande witchdoctors support their magical models of the world (see ECRR
2003 for a discussion). But note that the 2005 draft of the 2007 ICRP report did
include a paragraph about the hot particle anisotropy problem saying that under such
conditions the model broke down. The paragraph was removed in the 2007
publication.
6.9 (18) photoelectron effect Contrary to Mr Brown’s assertion, this research has
been published in a peer reviewed proceedings of an international conference of the
German Agriculatural Research Laboratories, Braunschweig in 2008 (Busby and
Schnug 2008). Further work by me and my colleagues at the University of Ulster has
shown the idea to be correct and indeed it is part of a USA Patent to employ gold
nanoparticles to enhance the irradiation of breast tumours. I attach a poster
presentation of the initial results of a CERN FLUKA analysis of the photoelectron
effect in uranium particles. It will be clear how local tissue receives excess radiation
dose from the photoelectrons (Elsaesser et al 2008).
6.10 (18) The Second Event effect. This was attacked in the literature by Roger Cox
(see introduction for Roger Cox). No research has been carried out into this idea; it is
supported by a number of observations in the peer review literature. Richard
Wakeford is the Senior Scientist for British Nuclear Fuels based at Sellafield. He
described himself in CERRIE as BNFL’s Rottweiler. He has taken early retirement.
6.11 (19) I list at the end of this supplementary report a number of research reports in
the literature that show that uranium is anomalously genotoxic. Miller’s work is
among these. Large particles are not the problem, it is the sub micron particles that are
the cause of the effects for reasons which are clear from the graphs in Elsaesser 2008
and my earlier publications on this issue (surface area/ volume considerations and self
absorption).

6.12 (20) ICRP 2007I
See my introduction. . . Jack Valentin.
6.13 (29-33) But the USA employed large quantities of DU munitions and it is now
accepted that about 350 tonnes were left on the battlefields. This is the radiological
equivalent of dropping about 2kg of plutonium. The area contamination has been
calculated to exceed the UN levels for radioactively contaminated land (Busby 2004).
Much of this will be resuspended and inhalable. I measured it in southern Iraq myself
in 2000 when I visited the country with radiation measuring alpha discriminating
scintillation counters. It also travels significant distances as I have shown from my
work in Kosovo in 2001 and my work on the Aldermaston filters with Saoirse Morgan
in 2007. This is original research carried out personally, and not some desktop citation
or wishful thinking. To put this contamination is perspective, the table below is taken
from Busby 2004.
Event
10 tons of DU in Kosovo
350 tons of DU in Iraq 1

Activity released or
estimated deposited
0.37TBq
13 TBq

1700 tons of DU in Iraq 2

63TBq

Global weapons fallout
Strontium-90 (Sr-90)
Northern Hemisphere lat. 5060deg (UNSCEAR, 2000)

73.9PBq

Mean activity density Bq per
square metre (area)
3700
2

130,000 ( into 100 km )
2

630,000 ( into 100 km )
460

Chernobyl 30km Exclusion
Zone measured Sr-90 (IAEA)
UK North Wales Radioactive
Sheep restrictions measured
Caesium-137 (Cs-137)

37,000 to
more than 111,000
15,000 to 30,000

UNSCEAR definition of
contaminated area. (Cs-137)
Irish Sea cumulative
Plutonium from Sellafield
1952-1996 [Busby, 1995]

> 37,000
1350TBq

20,000

6.14 (36) Neither Sodium Iodide nor Germanium gamma detectors can give any safe
information about DU which is an alpha emitter and has to be analysed by mass
spectrometry or alpha spectrometry. (Busby 2009 UNIDIR report). UNEP used
mostly the wrong equipment and unsafe isotope ratio techniques for looking for DU in
Kosovo. The UNEP soil sample analysis showed widespread contamination and
published urine analysis work by Nic Priest of Middlesex University for the BBC in
2001 in Kosovo showed widespread contamination into humans.
6.15 (37) The pictures shown in Fig 1 and 2 are of no value in arguing that
contamination was local. All the readings significantly exceed the natural
concentration of uranium in the area with is less than 20Bq/kg and probably nearer
10Bq/kg. Thus in Fig 2 at 50m downwind from the target, the soil concentration of

uranium particles is at least 32 times background. Given the area of the soil in a 50m
radius (7800sq metres) a value of 17000Bq/kg soil to a depth of 5cm (surface
contamination is the rule as I have discovered) gives an area contamination of
0.5MBqm-2. This is 500GBq km-2 and can be compared with the UN definition of
radioactively contaminated land of 37GBq km-2. The level of activity is roughly that
of the inner Chernobyl exclusion zone where people are banned from living.
6.16 (38) HPA’s GDL is based on the ICRP model and is unsafe. Their view that and
activity concentration of 20000Bq/kg would be a safe level would allow people to live
on top of mine-able uranium deposits with an activity greater that the outer Chernobyl
exclusion zone. The ICRP model predicts that the doses in the outer Chernobyl
exclusion zone are safe and that no-one should develop ill health there. The
astounding levels of ill health and cancer regularly reported (see Busby and Yablokov
2006) are ignored by ICRP and not cited or reported by UNSCEAR. IAEA ascribes
these to ‘radiophobia’.
6.17 (40-45) Dose is irrelevant as it is an unsafe concept here: uranium should be seen
as a particular type of inhalation hazard.
6.18 (46-47) A cumulative whole body ICRP dose of 3.8mSv translates into a ECRR
dose of 3.8Sv following the application of the recent weighting factor for U-238
particles. For the inhalation ICRP dose of 0.034mSv the ECRR dose is 34mSv.
However, for these particulate anisotropic exposures involving photoelectron
amplification, the concept of dose breaks down. Causation must be established by
comparison with epidemiologically similar exposures tempered by biological
plausibility informed by animal and cell experiments.
6.19 (52) Haley and US Research Committee I cite Haley’s work because it is one of
the few experimental research studies to have been carried out: significantly it was
independently funded by a billionaire. The results are quite clear: uranium destroys
deep brain tissue. The French ENVIRHOM report also shows results in mice
supporting this. The US Binns Research Committee referred to is perhaps another
desk operation like all the others. I have not read the report Mr Brown refers to. I did
give evidence to the US Congressional Committee in 2003 but clearly this is not
referred to in the Binns Committee report.

Conclusion
I stand by my arguments which I laid out in my earlier report on Mr Dyson. I attach
some references in addition to those I cited in that
C.Busby September 5th 2009
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ECRR - CERI
European Committee on Radiation Risk
Comité Européenne sur le Risque de l'Irradiation
The Lesvos Declaration
6th May 2009
A. Whereas, the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) has
promulgated certain risk coefficients for ionizing radiation exposure,
B. Whereas, the ICRP radiation risk coefficients are used worldwide by federal and
state governmental bodies to promulgate radiation protection laws and standards for
exposure to workers and the general public from waste disposal, nuclear weapons,
management of contaminated land and materials, naturally occurring and
technologically enhanced radioactive materials (NORM and TENORM), nuclear
power plant and all stages of the nuclear fuel cycle, compensation and rehabilitation
schemes, etc,
C. Whereas, the Chernobyl accident has provided the most important and
indispensable opportunity to discover the yields of serious ill health following
exposure to fission products and has demonstrated the inadequacy of the current ICRP
risk model, especially as applied to foetal and early childhood exposures to radiation,
D. Whereas, by common consent the ICRP risk model cannot validly be applied to
post-accident exposures, nor to incorporated radioactive material resulting in internal
exposure,
E. Whereas, the ICRP risk model was developed before the discovery of the DNA
structure and the discovery that certain radionuclides have chemical affinities for
DNA, so that the concept of absorbed dose as used by ICRP cannot account for the
effects of exposure to these radionuclides,
F. Whereas, the ICRP has not taken into consideration new discoveries of nontargeted effects such as genomic instability and bystander or secondary effects with
regard to understanding radiation risk and particularly the spectrum of consequent
illnesses,
G. Whereas, the non-cancer effects of radiation exposure may make it impossible to
accurately determine the levels of cancer consequent upon exposure, because of
confounding causes of death,
H. Whereas, the ICRP considers the status of its reports to be purely advisory,
I. Whereas, there is an immediate, urgent and continuing requirement for appropriate
regulation of existing situations involving radioactivity, to protect the human
population and the biosphere,
We the undersigned, in our individual capacities

1. assert that the ICRP risk coefficients are out of date and that use of these
coefficients leads to radiation risks being significantly underestimated,
2. assert that employing the ICRP risk model to predict the health effects of radiation
leads to errors which are at minimum 10 fold while we are aware of studies relating to
certain types of exposure that suggest that the error is even greater,
3. assert that the yield of non-cancer illnesses from radiation exposure, in particular
damage to the cardio-vascular, immune, central nervous and reproductive systems, is
significant but as yet unquantified,
4. urge the responsible authorities, as well as all of those responsible for causing
radiation exposures, to rely no longer upon the existing ICRP model in determining
radiation protection standards and managing risks,
5. urge the responsible authorities and all those responsible for causing exposures, to
adopt a generally precautionary approach, and in the absence of another workable and
sufficiently precautionary risk model, to apply without undue delay the provisional
ECRR 2003 risk model, which more accurately bounds the risks reflected by current
observations,
6. demand immediate research into the health effects of incorporated radionuclides,
particularly by revisiting the many historical epidemiological studies of exposed
populations, including re-examination of the data from Japanese A-bomb survivors,
Chernobyl and other affected territories and independent monitoring of incorporated
radioactive substances in exposed populations,
7. consider it to be a human right for individuals to know the level of radiation to
which they are exposed, and also to be correctly informed as to the potential
consequences of that exposure,
8. are concerned by the escalating use of radiation for medical investigation and other
general applications,
9. urge significant publicly funded research into medical techniques which do not
involve radiation exposures to patients.

Statements contained herein reflect the opinions of the undersigned and are not meant
to reflect the positions of any institution to which we are affiliated.
Professor Yuri Bandazhevski (Belarus) Mykolas Romeris University, Vilnius,
Lithuania; Physicians of Chernobyl, Ukraine.
Professor Carmel Mothershill (Canada) Department of Radiation Biology, McMaster
University, Hamilton Ontario, Canada.

Dr Christos Matsoukas (Greece) Dept of Environment, University of the Aegean
Professor Chris Busby (UK), visiting Professor, Faculty of Health, University of
Ulster and Green Audit, Scientific Secretary ECRR, UK
Professor Rosa Goncharova (Belarus) Institute of Genetics, National Academy of
Sciences Belarus.
Professor Alexey Yablokov (Russia) Councillor, Russian Academy of Sciences,
Moscow
Professor Mikhail Malko (Belarus) Institute of Power, National Academy of Sciences,
Belarus
Professor Shoji Sawada (Japan) Dept of Physics, Nagoya University, Japan
Professor Daniil Gluzman (Ukraine) RE Kavetsky Institute of Experimental
Pathology Oncology and Radiobiology, Kiev, Ukraine
Professor Angelina Nyagu (Ukraine) President, International Physicians of
Chernobyl, Kiev Ukraine
Dr Hagen Scherb (Germany) Institute of Biomathematics and Biometry, German
Research Center for Environmental Health, Neuherberg, Germany
Professor Alexey Nesterenko (Belarus) Institute Belrad, Belarus
Professor Inge Schmitz-Feuerhake (Germany) Chair ECRR, Dept of Physics.
University of Bremen (emeritus).
Dr Sebastian Pflugbeil (Germany) German Society for Radiological Protection, Berlin
Professor Michel Fernex (France) University of Basel, Switzerland (emeritus).
Dr Alfred Koerblein (Germany) Munich Environmental Institute. Munich
Dr Marvin Resnikoff, (United States) Radioactive Waste Associates, New York.

